CURRICULUM CONTENT

1st Term

- Unit 1. Me. Hello, how are you? I am fine (To greet and say Goodbye in English)
- Hello, what is your name? My name is… (To greet and ask What is your name in English)
- Letter A and sound. Words start with A. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with A)
- Letter B and sound. Words start with B. To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with B)
- Pronoun.
- Unit 2. My classroom. What is this? It’s. Letter C and sound. Words start with C. To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with C)
- Letter D and sound. Words start with D. To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with D)
- Unit 3. My toys. This is my.. This is your.. (To identify belongings. To than someone)
- Letter E and sound. Words start with E. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with E)

2nd Term

- Letter F and sound. Words start with F. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with F)
- Letter G and sound. Words start with G. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words )
- How old are you? I am…
- Letter H and sound. Words start with H. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with H)
- Unit 5. My colors. Letter I and sound. Words start with I. (To say and recognize the sound. To learn the words start with I)
- Letter J and sound. Words start with J. (To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound J)
- Letter K and sound. Words start with K. (To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound K)
3\textsuperscript{rd} Term

- Unit 6 My farm. Is it a..?Is it red? Yes, it is./No, it is not.
- Letter L and sound. Words start with L.( To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound L )
- Letter M and sound. Words start with M. (To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound M )
- Letter N and sound. Words start with N. (To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound N )

- Unit 7 My clothes. What color is it? What color are they?
- Letter O and sound O. Words start with O.( To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound O )
- Letter P and sound P. Words start with P.( To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound P )
- Letter Q and sound Q. words start with Q.
- Unit 8. My body. I’ve got..Letter R and sound. Words start with R.

4\textsuperscript{th} Term

- Letter S and sound. Words start with S.( To develop fine motor control. To recognize and say the sound S)
- Letter T and sound. Words start with T.
  Unit 9. My family. He/she is..They are. Letter U and sound. Words start with U.
- Letter V and sound. Words start with V.
- Letter W and sound. Words start with W.
Unit 10. My food. I like.. I don’t like..Letter X and sound. Words start with X.
- Letter Y and sound. Words start with Y.
- Letter Z and sound. Words start with Z.